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Graduate engineer of French Aeronautic School Sup'Aéro 


Competence

 Java

Experience


Juillet 2003 – november 2006 : 123 Multimedia 

Development of applications for mobile phone: Server side with Tomcat ans Struts, or embarqued on the phone in Doja (For imode telephone) or Midp.

December 2001 – June 2003: Lyra-network :

Development of an ISDN/X25 router in java


May 2000 - January 2001:
Java Developer in VoxSurf. This company develops mail server for wireless, voice and web browsers. 
Voxsurf was located in Dublin then London.

I have been in charge of the voice application ( for 4 month) and the WAP application as part of development team, and I designed and coded the dynamic translation of WML page in HDML and CHTML with XSL script. 

The applications are built around servlets, which display VoxML or WML pages , and manage the request from the user. A XSL script transforms WML page into HDML or CHTML for iMode Browser. A XALAN XSL Processor applies this transformation dynamically. 

I have been in charge the WML application. 


October 1999 to April 2000: OZA 
Java Developer in a company specialising in object development (OZA) working with Servlet and Applet. I have worked on two applications: 


Application 1 
An applet for training of doctors. It put a doctor in a virtual emergency situation. 
The applet manages dialog with the user, simulates a patient, proposes drug to administrate to the patient. The doctor gets a score at the end of the game. I was the leader of the team (2 peoples) .


Application 2 
A business application for travelling expenses. It gathers information from the bank (managing professional credit cards); company employees and their managers for use the Internet. 
I was in charge the java application (servlet) which display information from an ORACLE database to web browser. 




1992-1999 self-employed: glass blower. 


1992 In Thomson-CSF company, In charge of commercial proposals in response to request to tender: telecommunication network for the CNES (French Space Agency), launching of satellite Arabsat 3C... 


1989-1992 Engineer in the team in charge of the adaptation of the launching spatial base of Kourou for the Ariane V launcher and the European space plane Hermes. I was in charge the interface between the ground and the launcher and the plane. The program Hermes stopped on 1992. 


1985-1989 Engineer in Thomson-CSF Company. In charge of specifications, simulations and tests of an anti-aircraft weapon system. 


This weapon system is built with missiles, radars, cameras controlled by a computer. I was in charge of the whole system: The specifications, the simulations, the integration and the tests. The main part was the software of the computer. The program has been terminated in 1989 by living tests in Saudi Arabia. I participated to a demonstration of 6 month in USA in 1986. 


Interest:

 Kendo, Rugby

